We investigate U A (1) breaking above T c in terms of the Dirac spectrum on configurations with (2+1)-flavors, using the HISQ action. The strange quark mass is at its physical value. We use several light quark masses corresponding to the Goldstone pion masses in the range of about 115 -230 MeV on lattices of size 32 3 ×8 and 48 3 ×8. We calculate the 100 lowest-lying Dirac eigenvalues at temperatures below and above T c . We investigate the volume dependence of the Dirac eigenvalue density to determine whether there is a gap around zero, which can appear if U A (1) symmetry is restored in the chiral symmetric phase. We also investigate the quark mass dependence of the Dirac eigenvalue density at zero and check whether there is a linear behavior that would signal the U A (1) breaking above T c .
Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) with N f flavors is invariant under a global flavor symmetry of SU L (N f ) × SU R (N f ) × U V (1) × U A (1) in the limit of vanishing quark mass. It is also known that the SU L (N f ) × SU R (N f ) chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in the vacuum and the U A (1) symmetry is explicitly broken due to the axial anomaly. However the chiral symmetry is expected to be restored at high temperature. On the other hand, although the anomaly effect is present at any finite temperature, it is suppressed at high temperature and accordingly the U A (1) symmetry is effectively restored. Here an important question is when and how such an effective U A (1) symmetry restoration occurs since it can influence the order of the chiral phase transition. In the case of N f = 2 it has been suggested [1] that if the U A (1) symmetry remains broken at the critical temperature T c of the chiral phase transition, the phase transition is of second order belonging to a universality class of a 3-dimensional O(4) spin model. On the other hand, if both the chiral and the U A (1) symmetries are restored at the same time, the phase transition should be of first order.
To study the QCD phase structure and properties of strongly interacting matter, where nonpertabative effects play an important role, lattice QCD simulations are a suitable way. Some lattice QCD studies with (2+1)-flavor staggered type quarks [2, 3] have indicated at least O(N) scaling in the analysis of the magnetic equation of state, although only the O(2) symmetry is preserved. Similarly in the case of 2-flavor O(a) improved Wilson quarks [4, 5] O(4) scaling has been reported. This suggests the second order phase transition scenario in the case of N f = 2 massless quarks. In our previous report [6] we investigated the temperature dependence of the Dirac eigenvalue distribution and discussed a scaling behavior in the (2+1)-flavor case with the highly improved staggered quark (HISQ) action [7] . There we found that the eigenvalue density around zero, which is related to the chiral order parameter, has a crossover behavior and a power law dependence similar to what is expected from the critical exponent of the O (2) or O(4) universality classes. Moreover, we found no clear evidence for a gap around zero in the Dirac eigenvalue density at high temperature, which supports U A (1) breaking above T c . Recently the restoration of the U A (1) symmetry in terms of the Dirac eigenvalue distribution has been discussed also with domain wall [8] and overlap [9] fermions, which have exact chiral symmetry on the lattice. With domain wall fermions there remain small eigenvalues even at high temperature. Whereas with overlap fermions a gap around zero seems to appear above a certain temperature. However, the lattice sizes in these studies are not large enough for definite conclusions and more detailed investigations are needed.
In this report we continue our study on the Dirac eigenvalue distribution at finite temperature with the same setup as in [6] and give more details about its volume and quark mass dependences and the effective U A (1) restoration. In the next section we discuss details of our study. Then we show some numerical results in Sec. 3 and finally give conclusions in Sec. 4.
Effective U A (1) restoration and the Dirac eigenvalue density
To discuss the effective restoration of the U A (1) symmetry, we consider the chiral condensate ψψ and several susceptibilities χ defined in the 4-dimensional Euclidean space-time as follows:
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where Z is the QCD partition function and V , T , m and M are volume, temperature, quark mass and the fermion matrix, respectively. If the chiral symmetry is unbroken, ψψ = 0 and χ π = χ σ , and accordingly χ π − χ δ = χ disc . In addition, if the U A (1) symmetry is also unbroken, χ π = χ δ and χ π − χ δ = χ disc = 0. Here ψψ and χ π − χ δ can be given in terms of the Dirac eigenvalue density
where we take V → ∞. Then, if m → 0 is also taken, the Banks-Casher relation [10] ψψ = πρ(0, 0) follows from (2.6), which means ρ(0, 0) = 0 in the chiral symmetric phase. Thus eigenvalues close to λ = 0 should be suppressed around T c even if the quark mass is finite. On the other hand, (2.7) tells us that whether χ π − χ δ vanishes in the chiral limit or not depends not only on ρ(0, 0) = 0 but also on the approach of ρ(λ , m) to the origin in the limits of m → 0 and λ → 0.
Since only eigenvalues around λ = 0 can contribute to the integral (2.7) when m → 0 is taken, one possibility to let χ π − χ δ become zero is that ρ(λ , m) has a gap around λ = 0. Here, to consider other possibilities, we assume that the dominant contribution to ρ(λ , m) at small eigenvalues and quark masses is of the form cm α−β λ β . In this case the above two quantities are approximately rewritten as
with
In this study we examine whether the eigenvalue distribution ρ(λ , m) remains finite at λ = 0, i.e. we consider the case β = 0. The dominant low eigenvalue structure of ρ(0, m) thus is assumed to be ρ(0, m) = cm α . It is evident from (2.8) that we need α ≥ 1 in order to have χ π − χ δ = χ disc finite above the critical temperature. Moreover, only for α = 1 does χ π − χ δ = χ disc stay non-zero and thus would provide a sufficient signature for U A (1) symmetry breaking. Of course, α > 1 or c ≡ 0 are viable possibilities. In that case any remnant U A (1) symmetry breaking would have to arise either from the structure of ρ(λ , m) at λ > 0 or a possible zero mode contribution ρ(λ , m) ∼ m 2 δ (λ ). 
Numerical results
We use the tree level improved gauge action and the HISQ action [7] which can reduce cutoff effects due to the taste-symmetry violation better than any other staggered type quark action. Part of our gauge configurations have been generated by the HotQCD collaboration [11] . We perform our simulations mainly on 32 3 × 8 lattices and for a few temperatures on 48 3 × 8 lattices to investigate the volume dependence. The scale was set from the kaon decay constant f K . Our strange quark mass m s is fixed to its physical value and we have several light quark masses m l which have values of m s /40, m s /27, m s /20 and m s /10 corresponding to the lightest (Goldstone) pion of about 115, 140, 160 and 230 MeV, respectively. Here m l = m s /27 gives an almost physical pion mass and the corresponding pseudocritical temperature in the continuum limit has been estimated at 154(9) MeV by using O(4) scaling fits to the chiral condensate and susceptibility. The details of the determination of the lattice spacing, the strange quark mass and the pseudocritical temperature have been discussed in Ref. [11] . Each 10th trajectory is chosen for measurements after skipping at least 500 trajectories for thermalization. Statistical errors are estimated by the jackknife method. Our simulation parameters and statistics are summarized in Table 1 .
We calculated the lowest 100 positive eigenvalues of the staggered (HISQ) Dirac operator for all parameter sets since the staggered Dirac operator is anti-hermitian and has only pure imaginary eigenvalues in complex conjugate pairs. We evaluate the eigenvalue density by binning eigenvalues in some small intervals for each configuration and normalize it so that dλ ρ(λ , m) = (T /V )×# eigenvalues.
In our previous report [6] we found suppression of ρ(λ , m) around λ = 0 and lack of eigenvalues very close to zero above T c . At the same time, there was also a tail approaching the origin in ρ(λ , m) even at our highest temperature, i.e. 330.1 MeV. Since small eigenvalues could suffer from finite volume as well as topological effects which should vanish in the thermodynamic limit, investigating the volume dependence of ρ(λ , m) is needed to judge whether there is a real gap around λ = 0 in ρ(λ , m). In the left side of Fig. 1 the volume dependence of ρ(λ , m) at T = 330.1 MeV is shown; ρ(λ , m) seems to have a quite small volume dependence in a region of λ < 0.05, although statistics is not enough to see it clearly. We also check for the effect from the (would-be) zero modes of topological non-trivial configurations whose contribution to the eigenvalue density at zero would vanish in the thermodynamic limit. The right side of Fig. 1 shows the same result as on the left side but for topological trivial configurations. Here the topological charge Q is determined form a lattice FF operator with HYP fat links [12] . It is clearly found that contribution form small eigenvalues is more strongly suppressed and eigenvalues less than λ ≃ 0.03 disappears in this case. However, since ρ(λ , m) seems to decrease continuously and exponentially, it is possible that the tail of ρ(λ , m) continues below the lowest value of our ρ(λ , m), when a more precise determination is made. Increased statistics and bigger volumes are needed to make more definite statements.
As discussed in the previous section, the quark mass dependence of ρ(0, m) is also important to understand U A (1) restoration above T c . To estimate ρ(0, m) we fit ρ(λ , m) to a cubic polynomial. In this fit analysis we choose the same bin size of 0.0005 for all eigenvalue densities which we calculated in order to control a systematic uncertainty coming from the bin size dependence. The lower bound of the fit range is fixed to the lowest bin and the upper bound is chosen so that χ 2 /dof MeV. At first, ρ(0, m) seems to approach zero in the chiral limit at the lower two temperatures as expected in the chiral symmetric phase. However it is difficult to determine whether ρ(0, m) approaches zero linearly so far. To do so we need simulations with smaller quark mass. On the other hand, data for the higher two temperatures are very close to zero already at m l /m s = 1/40. However, data for two different volumes at m l /m s = 1/20 show finite volume effects which indicate an increase of the density in the thermodynamic limit. This means that our results at T = 166.8 and 170.5 MeV underestimate the infinite volume result. We thus need larger lattices to get more accurate results. In addition, the eigenvalue density around zero at temperatures close to T c is sensitive to fit Ansatze since it changes quickly with respect to λ . Hence using any other fit Ansatze will help to estimate systematic uncertainty.
Conclusions
We study U A (1) symmetry breaking in the chiral symmetric phase in terms of the Dirac eigenvalue distribution. In our (2+1)-flavor dynamical simulations, using the tree level improved gauge action and the HISQ action, we investigate the volume and quark mass dependence of the eigenvalue density.
Even in the eigenvalue density at T = 330.1 MeV, we find that there is a tail approaching the origin with only a small volume dependence. Moreover the lower end of the tail vanishes when only topological trivial configurations are used. However it is not clear whether there is a gap or whether a tail exists and would be visible with more statistics. We also find that the eigenvalue density at zero seems to go to zero in the chiral limit as expected for an unbroken chiral symmetry, at T = 151.0 and 156.7 MeV, which are temperatures around T c . We also try to see, if the eigenvalue density at zero has a linear quark-mass dependence, which would be sufficient to signal breaking of the U A (1) symmetry in the chiral symmetric phase. However it is difficult to identify it so far.
Increasing statistics and simulations with larger volumes and smaller quark masses are need to make the above points clear.
